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wilfrid sellars s ethical theory was rich and deeply innovative on sellars s
view moral judgments express a special kind of shared intention thus we
should see sellars as an early advocate of an expressivism of plans and
intentions and an early theorist of collective intentionality he
supplemented this theory with a sophisticated logic of intentions a robust
theory of the categorical validity of normative expressions a subtle way
of reconciling the cognitive and motivating aspects of moral judgment
and much more all within a strict nominalism that preserves sellars s
commitment to naturalism the ethics of wilfrid sellars offers the first
systematic treatment of this sadly neglected aspect of sellars s work and
demonstrates that his ethical theory just like his more widely discussed
epistemology has much to contribute to current debates are all of the
commonly accepted aims of the use of law justifiable which kinds of
behavior are justifiably prohibited which kinds justifiably required what
uses of law are not defensible how can the legitimacy or the ille gitimacy
of various uses of law be explained or accounted for these are questions
the answering of which involves one in many issues of moral principle for
the answers require that one adopt positions even if only implicitly on
further questions of what kinds of actions or policies are morally or
ethically acceptable the present work aimed at questions of these kinds
is thus a study in the ethical evaluation of major uses of legal coercion it
is an attempt to provide a framework within which many questions about
the proper uses of law may be fruitfully discussed the framework if
successful can be used by anyone asking questions about the
defensibility of particular or general uses of law whether from the
perspective of someone considering whether to bring about some new
legal provision from the perspective of someone concerned to evaluate
an existing provision or from that of someone concerned more abstractly
with questions about the appropriate substance of an ideal legal system
in addressing these and associated issues i shall be exploring the extent
to which an ethics based on respect for persons and their autonomy can
handle satisfactorily the problems arising here the moments in christ s
human life noted in the creeds his conception birth suffering death and
burial are events which would likely appear in a syllabus for a course in
social anthropology for they are of special interest and concern in human
life and also sites of contention and controversy where what it is to be
human is discovered constructed and contested in other words these are
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the occasions for profound and continuing questioning regarding the
meaning of human life as controversies to do with ivf abortion euthanasia
and the use of bodies or body parts post mortem plainly indicate thus the
following questions arise how do the instances in christ s life represent
human life and how do these representations relate to present day
cultural norms expectations and newly emerging modes of relationship
themselves shaping and framing human life how does the christian
imagination of human life which dwells on and draws from the life of
christ not only articulate its own but also come into conversation with
and engage other moral imaginaries of the human michael banner
argues that consideration of these questions requires study of moral
theology therefore he reconceives its nature and tasks and in particular
its engagement with social anthropology drawing from social
anthropology and christian thought and practice from many periods and
influenced especially by his engagement in public policy matters
including as a member of the uk s human tissue authority banner aims to
develop the outlines of an everyday ethics stretching from before the
cradle to after the grave w r sorley in this book on the ethics of
naturalism describes four lectures delivered at the university of
edinburgh on the topic of ethics and its problems this book showcases its
connection with theoretical philosophy it also describes the scope of the
present inquiry and how it influences human conduct can capitalism have
moral foundations though this question may seem strange in today s
world of vast economic disparities and widespread poverty discussions
originating with the birth of capitalism add a critical perspective to the
current debate on the efficacy and morality of capitalist economies
authors daniel halliday and john thrasher use this question to introduce
classical political philosophy as a framework by which to evaluate the
ethics of capitalism today they revisit and reconstruct historical
eighteenth and nineteenth century defenses of capitalism as written by
key proponents such as adam smith and john stuart mill they ask what
these early advocates of market order would say about contemporary
economies and argue for the importance of connecting these
foundational defenses to discussions of economic systems and the roles
they play in economic justice and injustice today the textbook covers
longstanding problems that are as old as the discussion of capitalism
itself such as wage inequality global trade and the connection between
paid labor and human flourishing it also addresses new challenges such
as climate change the welfare state and competitive consumption and
provides topical global case studies additionally it includes study
questions at the end of each chapter and an author created companion
website to help guide classroom discussion paul m minus overview the
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papers gathered in this volume were first presented for reflection and
discussion at a landmark event in march 1992 the international
conference on the ethics of business in a global economy held in
columbus ohio brought together over 300 participants from twenty two
nations in six continents this was the most geographically diverse body of
leaders ever assembled to consider issues of ethics in business
approximately two thirds of them were business executives the others
came mainly from the fields of education and religion knowing the
context from which this book emerged will help readers understand its
composition and content as can be quickly seen the fourteen authors
who have contributed to it come from different areas of the world and
from different fields of endeavor one finds first essays on the book s
central theme by business leaders from four nations next there are
analyses of three key topics by scholars active in the fields of economics
and ethics then come statements by practitioners of four major world
religions on the relevance of their respective traditions to the ethics of
business finally there are six brief case studies prepared by two business
ethicists about specific ethical issues arising in international business the
authors address different facets of one of the most dramatic new facts of
our time the globalization of business with many corporations now
operating around the world and others planning a significant expansion
of markets this development is destined to accelerate in coming decades
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its
age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work the ethics of war traces
how different cultures involved in present conflicts have addressed
problems over the centuries distinguished authors reflect how the greco
roman world byzantium the christian just war tradition islam judaism
hinduism and the geneva conventions have addressed recurrent ethical
issues of war cutting edge essays by prominent modern theorists address
vital contemporary issues including asymmetric war preventive war
human rights and humanitarian intervention this is a book about the
ethics of teaching in the context of higher education while many books
focus on the broader socially ethical topics of widening participation and
promoting equal opportunities this unique book concentrates specifically
on the lecturer s professional responsibilities it covers the real life messy
everyday moral dilemmas that confront university teachers when dealing
with students and colleagues whether arising from facilitated discussion
in the classroom deciding whether it is fair to extend a deadline
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investigating suspected plagiarism or dealing with complaints bruce
macfarlane analyses the pros and cons of prescriptive professional codes
of practice employed by many universities and proposes the active
development of professional virtues over bureaucratic recommendations
the material is presented in a scholarly yet accessible style and case
examples are used throughout to encourage a practical reflective
approach teaching with integrity seeks to bridge the pedagogic gap
currently separating the debate about teaching and learning in higher
education from the broader social and ethical environment in which it
takes place this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the
original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks
notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our
commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s
literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the
original work 近代思想史をひもとき 現代社会を考察する this book brings together over thirty
of the foremost contributions to environmental ethics from pioneering
papers to recent work at the cutting edge of thought in this field it also
unites them through an innovative introductory essay which appraises
both strengths and weaknesses and presents a distinctive view of the
subject areas covered include the land ethic deep ecology biocentric
approaches environmental virtue ethics feminist contributions debates on
equity and on the interests and representation of future generations
preservation sustainability and sustainable development the importance
of attempts to discover a comprehensive ethic relevant both to the
environment and other key areas of ethical debate is highlighted robin
attfield has been working in this field for thirty years and has published
several related collections and monographs of which the latest is
environmental ethics an overview for the twenty first century published
by polity in 2003 the ethics of the environment complements that work
from which it incorporates a significant extract about the considerable
practical difference that environmental ethics is capable of making the
ethics of husserl s phenomenology aims to relocate the question of ethics
at the very heart of husserl s phenomenology this is based on the idea
that husserl s phenomenology is an epistemological inquiry ultimately
motivated by an ethical demand that pervades his writing from the
publication of logical investigations 1900 1901 up to the crisis of
european sciences and transcendental phenomenology 1935 joaquim
siles borràs traces the ethical concepts apparent throughout husserl s
main body of work and argues that husserl s phenomenology of
consciousness experience and meaning is ultimately motivated by an
ethical demand by means of which husserl aims to re define philosophy
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and re found science with the aim of making philosophy and science
capable of dealing with the most pressing questions concerning the
meaningfulness of human existence the ethics of need agency dignity
and obligation argues for the philosophical importance of the notion of
need and for an ethical framework through which we can determine
which needs have moral significance in the volume sarah clark miller
synthesizes insights from kantian and feminist care ethics to establish
that our mutual and inevitable interdependence gives rise to a duty to
care for the needs of others further she argues that we are obligated not
merely to meet others needs but to do so in a manner that expresses
dignifying care a concept that captures how human interactions can
grant or deny equal moral standing and inclusion in a moral community
she illuminates these theoretical developments by examining two cases
where urgent needs require a caring and dignifying response the needs
of the elderly and the needs of global strangers those working in the
areas of feminist theory women s studies aging studies bioethics and
global studies should find this volume of interest what is implied by
ethics of history the authors of this volume internationally renowned
philosophers and intellectual historians address this question in all its
novelty and ambiguity and develop varied perspectives on the place and
nature of ethics in the philosophy enterprise and practice of history is the
whole historical process largely consisting of the actions and sufferings of
persons and groups subject to ethical constraint and what of the ways in
which historians present their subject matter are these methods subject
to moral scrutiny although they approach these issues from different
directions the contributors agree in their critique of the correspondence
theory of history tin their acceptance of an unbridgeable gap between
the past and the historian s present account and in their call for a
revision of the popular appeal to historical objectivity reprint of the
original first published in 1881 surgical ethics is the application of ethics
to issues specific to surgery this volume provides a collection of clinical
case studies representing a wide range of the ethical issues surgeons
confront today it is an excellent text for teaching surgical ethics to
surgical residents and medical students and a fascinating read for
practicing surgeons it is intended to engage the reader into participating
in evidence based ethical conflicts the authors escort us through 71 brief
realistic and ethically complex problems offering a series of five possible
resolutions to each and guiding us through the relative benefits and
weaknesses of the options until a best ethical choice is defended the
volume includes sections on consent and disclosure self regulation
research and innovation conflicts of interest business dealings and end of
life issues each with a brief introduction by the authors while the
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importance of consent has been discussed widely over the last few
decades interest in its study has received renewed attention in recent
years particularly regarding medical treatment clinical research and
sexual acts the routledge handbook of the ethics of consent is an
outstanding reference source to this exciting subject and the first
collection of its kind comprising over thirty chapters by a team of
international contributors the handbook is divided into five main parts
general questions normative ethics legal theory medical ethics political
philosophy within these sections central issues debates and problems are
examined including the nature and normative importance of consent
paternalism exploitation and coercion privacy sexual consent consent
and criminal law informed consent organ donation clinical research and
consent theory of political obligation and authority the routledge
handbook of the ethics of consent is essential reading for students and
researchers in moral theory applied ethics medical ethics philosophy of
law and political philosophy this volume will also be very useful for those
in related fields such as political science law medicine and social science
slote provides care ethics with its first full scale account of moral
education and shows that the often voiced suspicion that care ethics
supports the status quo and is counterproductive to feminist goals is
actually the very opposite of the truth excerpt from the ethics of freedom
the following from the pen of rev john bur ton b a appeared in the scot in
british north america editor w j rattray b a 1882 george paxton young m
a professor of logic metaphysics and ethics in university college toronto
was born at berwick on tweed on the 9 th of november 1818 after a
preliminary training there he was sent to the high school edinburgh and
thence to the university mr young was distinguished for his steady
application especially to his favourite subjects of mathematics and
philosophy after taking his degree he was for some time engaged as a
teacher of mathematics at dollar academy when the disruption took
place mr young as might have been expected from his liberal views
espoused the cause of which the great dr chalmers was the leading
champion entering the free church theological hall where he duly
completed his course he was ordained and placed in charge of the
martyrs church paisley in the course of a few months however mr young
resolved to remove to canada he came hither in 1848 and at once
accepted a call from knox church hamilton ont about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
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imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works the ethics
of war is an indispensable collection of essays addressing issues both
timely and age old about the nature and ethics of war features essays by
great thinkers from ancient times through to the present day among
them plato augustine aquinas machiavelli grotius kant russell and walzer
examines timely questions such as when is recourse to arms morally
justifiable what moral constraints should apply to military conduct how
can a lasting peace be achieved will appeal to a broad range of readers
interested in morality and ethics in war time includes informative
introductions and helpful marginal notes by editors in the ethics of
discernment patrick h byrne presents an approach to ethics that builds
upon the cognitional theory and the philosophical method of self
appropriation that bernard lonergan introduced in his book insight as well
as upon lonergan s later writing on ethics and values extending lonergan
s method into the realm of ethics byrne argues that we can use self
appropriation to come to objective judgements of value the ethics of
discernment is an introspective analysis of that process in which
sustained ethical inquiry and attentiveness to feelings as intentions of
value leads to a rich conception of the good written both for those with
an interest in lonergan s philosophy and for those interested in theories
of ethics who have only a limited knowledge of lonergan s work byrne s
book is the first detailed exposition of an ethical theory based on
lonergan s philosophical method we humans can enhance some of our
mental and physical abilities above the normal upper limits for our
species with the use of particular drug therapies and medical procedures
we will be able to enhance many more of our abilities in more ways in the
near future some commentators have welcomed the prospect of wide use
of human enhancement technologies while others have viewed it with
alarm and have made clear that they find human enhancement morally
objectionable the ethics of human enhancement examines whether the
reactions can be supported by articulated philosophical reasoning or
perhaps explained in terms of psychological influences on moral
reasoning an international team of ethicists refresh the debate with new
ideas and arguments making connections with scientific research and
with related issues in moral philosophy this book aims to contribute
significantly to the understanding of issues of value including the
ultimate value of space related activities which repeatedly emerge in
interdisciplinary discussions on space and society although a recurring
feature of discussions about space in the humanities the treatment of
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value questions has tended to be patchy of uneven quality and even on
occasion idiosyncratic rather than drawing upon a close familiarity with
state of the art ethical theory one of the volume s aims is to promote a
more robust and theoretically informed approach to the ethical
dimension of discussions on space and society while the contributions are
written in a manner which is accessible across disciplines the book still
withstands scrutiny by those whose work is primarily on ethics at the
same time it allows academics across a range of disciplines an insight
into current approaches toward how the work of ethics gets done the
issues of value raised could be used to inform debates about regulation
space law and protocols for microbial discovery as well as longer range
policy debates about funding in aristotle and menander on the ethics of
understanding valeria cinaglia offers a parallel study of menander s new
comedy and aristotle s philosophy focusing on subjects ranging from
epistemology and psychology to ethics cinaglia does not aim to
demonstrate the direct philosophical influence of aristotle on menander
but explores the hypothesis that there are significant analogies between
the two that disclose a shared thought world cinaglia shows that aristotle
and menander offer analogous views of the way that perceptions and
emotional responses to situations are linked with the presence or
absence of ethical and cognitive understanding or the state of ethical
character development the study of these analogies contributes to a
deeper understanding of both frameworks involved war remains a grim
fixture of the human landscape and because of its tremendous and
ongoing impact on the lives of millions of people has always attracted the
attention of careful rigorous and empathetic moral philosophers and
while war is synonymous with death and ruin very few people are willing
to surrender to moral nihilism about war the view that all really is fair at
the center of debates about war remains the most important question
that faces us during battle whom are we allowed to kill this volume
collects in one place the most influential and groundbreaking
philosophical work being done on the question of killing in war offering a
who s who of contemporary scholars debating the foundational ethical
questions surrounding liability to harm in ten essays it expands upon and
provides new and updated analyses that have yet to be captured in a
single work essays explore questions such as are some soldiers more
deserving of death than others should states allow soldiers to
conscientiously object to opt out of war on a case by case basis can a
theory of rights best explain when it is permissible to kill in war when are
we allowed to violently resist oppression that is itself nonviolent is there
anything wrong with targeting people with autonomous weapons as a
convenient and authoritative collection of such discussions this volume is
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uniquely suited for university level teaching and as a reference for
ethicists policymakers stakeholders and any student of the morality of
killing in war the ethics of cultural appropriation undertakes a
comprehensive and systematic investigation of the moral and aesthetic
questions that arise from the practice of cultural appropriation explores
cultural appropriation in a wide variety of contexts among them the arts
and archaeology museums and religion questions whether cultural
appropriation is always morally objectionable includes research that is
equally informed by empirical knowledge and general normative theory
provides a coherent and authoritative perspective gained by the
collaboration of philosophers and specialists in the field who all
participated in this unique research project study of one of the key
philosophers in the post heideggerian field and an increasingly central
presence in contemporary debates about identity and responsibility
excerpt from the ethics of the greek philosophers socrates plato and
aristotle a lecture given before the brooklyn ethical association season of
1896 1897 he present lecture on the ethics of the greek phi losophers is
one of a course on the evolution of ethics delivered before the brooklyn
ethical associa tion in the years 1896 and 1897 some of these lectures
were also given at the cambridge conferences at the studio house of mrs
ole bull in cambridge mass of which conferences the late dr lewis g janes
was then director having been previously president of the brooklyn
ethical association for several terms the full list of these lectures is as
follows about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works in this book cees j hamelink proposes an answer to how should
democratic societies organize cyberspace that puts human rights rather
than profit at the top of the agenda he argues that conventional ethical
approaches are all seriously flawed there is a growing volume of moral
rules netiquettes and codes of conduct but they are of little help in
solving the moral dilemmas raised by the new technologies in this book
the author analyzes the inadeqacies of current global governance policies
and structures that underpin them and argues for standards which put
justice human security and freedom first the ethics of climate change an
introduction systematically and comprehensively examines the ethical
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issues surrounding arguably the greatest threat now facing humanity
williston addresses important questions such as has humanity entered
the anthropocene is climate change primarily an ethical issue does
climate change represent a moral wrong what are the impacts of climate
change what are the main causes of political inaction what is the
argument for climate change denial what are intragenerational justice
and intergenerational justice to what extent is climate change an
economic problem is geoengineering an ethically appropriate response to
climate change featuring case studies throughout this textbook provides
a philosophical introduction to an immensely topical issue studied by
students within the fields of applied ethics global justice sustainability
geography and politics
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The Ethics of Wilfrid Sellars 2018-12-07
wilfrid sellars s ethical theory was rich and deeply innovative on sellars s
view moral judgments express a special kind of shared intention thus we
should see sellars as an early advocate of an expressivism of plans and
intentions and an early theorist of collective intentionality he
supplemented this theory with a sophisticated logic of intentions a robust
theory of the categorical validity of normative expressions a subtle way
of reconciling the cognitive and motivating aspects of moral judgment
and much more all within a strict nominalism that preserves sellars s
commitment to naturalism the ethics of wilfrid sellars offers the first
systematic treatment of this sadly neglected aspect of sellars s work and
demonstrates that his ethical theory just like his more widely discussed
epistemology has much to contribute to current debates

The Ethics of Legal Coercion 2012-12-06
are all of the commonly accepted aims of the use of law justifiable which
kinds of behavior are justifiably prohibited which kinds justifiably required
what uses of law are not defensible how can the legitimacy or the ille
gitimacy of various uses of law be explained or accounted for these are
questions the answering of which involves one in many issues of moral
principle for the answers require that one adopt positions even if only
implicitly on further questions of what kinds of actions or policies are
morally or ethically acceptable the present work aimed at questions of
these kinds is thus a study in the ethical evaluation of major uses of legal
coercion it is an attempt to provide a framework within which many
questions about the proper uses of law may be fruitfully discussed the
framework if successful can be used by anyone asking questions about
the defensibility of particular or general uses of law whether from the
perspective of someone considering whether to bring about some new
legal provision from the perspective of someone concerned to evaluate
an existing provision or from that of someone concerned more abstractly
with questions about the appropriate substance of an ideal legal system
in addressing these and associated issues i shall be exploring the extent
to which an ethics based on respect for persons and their autonomy can
handle satisfactorily the problems arising here

The Ethics of Everyday Life 2014
the moments in christ s human life noted in the creeds his conception
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birth suffering death and burial are events which would likely appear in a
syllabus for a course in social anthropology for they are of special
interest and concern in human life and also sites of contention and
controversy where what it is to be human is discovered constructed and
contested in other words these are the occasions for profound and
continuing questioning regarding the meaning of human life as
controversies to do with ivf abortion euthanasia and the use of bodies or
body parts post mortem plainly indicate thus the following questions
arise how do the instances in christ s life represent human life and how
do these representations relate to present day cultural norms
expectations and newly emerging modes of relationship themselves
shaping and framing human life how does the christian imagination of
human life which dwells on and draws from the life of christ not only
articulate its own but also come into conversation with and engage other
moral imaginaries of the human michael banner argues that
consideration of these questions requires study of moral theology
therefore he reconceives its nature and tasks and in particular its
engagement with social anthropology drawing from social anthropology
and christian thought and practice from many periods and influenced
especially by his engagement in public policy matters including as a
member of the uk s human tissue authority banner aims to develop the
outlines of an everyday ethics stretching from before the cradle to after
the grave

On the Ethics of Naturalism 2021-05-19
w r sorley in this book on the ethics of naturalism describes four lectures
delivered at the university of edinburgh on the topic of ethics and its
problems this book showcases its connection with theoretical philosophy
it also describes the scope of the present inquiry and how it influences
human conduct

The Ethics of Aristotle 1858
can capitalism have moral foundations though this question may seem
strange in today s world of vast economic disparities and widespread
poverty discussions originating with the birth of capitalism add a critical
perspective to the current debate on the efficacy and morality of
capitalist economies authors daniel halliday and john thrasher use this
question to introduce classical political philosophy as a framework by
which to evaluate the ethics of capitalism today they revisit and
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reconstruct historical eighteenth and nineteenth century defenses of
capitalism as written by key proponents such as adam smith and john
stuart mill they ask what these early advocates of market order would
say about contemporary economies and argue for the importance of
connecting these foundational defenses to discussions of economic
systems and the roles they play in economic justice and injustice today
the textbook covers longstanding problems that are as old as the
discussion of capitalism itself such as wage inequality global trade and
the connection between paid labor and human flourishing it also
addresses new challenges such as climate change the welfare state and
competitive consumption and provides topical global case studies
additionally it includes study questions at the end of each chapter and an
author created companion website to help guide classroom discussion

The Ethics of Capitalism 2020-06
paul m minus overview the papers gathered in this volume were first
presented for reflection and discussion at a landmark event in march
1992 the international conference on the ethics of business in a global
economy held in columbus ohio brought together over 300 participants
from twenty two nations in six continents this was the most
geographically diverse body of leaders ever assembled to consider issues
of ethics in business approximately two thirds of them were business
executives the others came mainly from the fields of education and
religion knowing the context from which this book emerged will help
readers understand its composition and content as can be quickly seen
the fourteen authors who have contributed to it come from different
areas of the world and from different fields of endeavor one finds first
essays on the book s central theme by business leaders from four nations
next there are analyses of three key topics by scholars active in the fields
of economics and ethics then come statements by practitioners of four
major world religions on the relevance of their respective traditions to the
ethics of business finally there are six brief case studies prepared by two
business ethicists about specific ethical issues arising in international
business the authors address different facets of one of the most dramatic
new facts of our time the globalization of business with many
corporations now operating around the world and others planning a
significant expansion of markets this development is destined to
accelerate in coming decades
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The Ethics of Business in a Global Economy
2013-03-14
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its
age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work

The Ethics of Work and Wealth (1904)
2009-08
the ethics of war traces how different cultures involved in present
conflicts have addressed problems over the centuries distinguished
authors reflect how the greco roman world byzantium the christian just
war tradition islam judaism hinduism and the geneva conventions have
addressed recurrent ethical issues of war cutting edge essays by
prominent modern theorists address vital contemporary issues including
asymmetric war preventive war human rights and humanitarian
intervention

The Ethics of War 2006
this is a book about the ethics of teaching in the context of higher
education while many books focus on the broader socially ethical topics
of widening participation and promoting equal opportunities this unique
book concentrates specifically on the lecturer s professional
responsibilities it covers the real life messy everyday moral dilemmas
that confront university teachers when dealing with students and
colleagues whether arising from facilitated discussion in the classroom
deciding whether it is fair to extend a deadline investigating suspected
plagiarism or dealing with complaints bruce macfarlane analyses the pros
and cons of prescriptive professional codes of practice employed by
many universities and proposes the active development of professional
virtues over bureaucratic recommendations the material is presented in a
scholarly yet accessible style and case examples are used throughout to
encourage a practical reflective approach teaching with integrity seeks to
bridge the pedagogic gap currently separating the debate about teaching
and learning in higher education from the broader social and ethical
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environment in which it takes place

Teaching with Integrity 2004-06-01
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its
age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work

The Ethics of Rhetoric 2016
近代思想史をひもとき 現代社会を考察する

The Ethics of Hegel 1893
this book brings together over thirty of the foremost contributions to
environmental ethics from pioneering papers to recent work at the
cutting edge of thought in this field it also unites them through an
innovative introductory essay which appraises both strengths and
weaknesses and presents a distinctive view of the subject areas covered
include the land ethic deep ecology biocentric approaches environmental
virtue ethics feminist contributions debates on equity and on the
interests and representation of future generations preservation
sustainability and sustainable development the importance of attempts
to discover a comprehensive ethic relevant both to the environment and
other key areas of ethical debate is highlighted robin attfield has been
working in this field for thirty years and has published several related
collections and monographs of which the latest is environmental ethics
an overview for the twenty first century published by polity in 2003 the
ethics of the environment complements that work from which it
incorporates a significant extract about the considerable practical
difference that environmental ethics is capable of making

The Ethics of William Wollaston (1922)
2009-08
the ethics of husserl s phenomenology aims to relocate the question of
ethics at the very heart of husserl s phenomenology this is based on the
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idea that husserl s phenomenology is an epistemological inquiry
ultimately motivated by an ethical demand that pervades his writing from
the publication of logical investigations 1900 1901 up to the crisis of
european sciences and transcendental phenomenology 1935 joaquim
siles borràs traces the ethical concepts apparent throughout husserl s
main body of work and argues that husserl s phenomenology of
consciousness experience and meaning is ultimately motivated by an
ethical demand by means of which husserl aims to re define philosophy
and re found science with the aim of making philosophy and science
capable of dealing with the most pressing questions concerning the
meaningfulness of human existence

A Study of the Ethics of Spinoza 1901
the ethics of need agency dignity and obligation argues for the
philosophical importance of the notion of need and for an ethical
framework through which we can determine which needs have moral
significance in the volume sarah clark miller synthesizes insights from
kantian and feminist care ethics to establish that our mutual and
inevitable interdependence gives rise to a duty to care for the needs of
others further she argues that we are obligated not merely to meet
others needs but to do so in a manner that expresses dignifying care a
concept that captures how human interactions can grant or deny equal
moral standing and inclusion in a moral community she illuminates these
theoretical developments by examining two cases where urgent needs
require a caring and dignifying response the needs of the elderly and the
needs of global strangers those working in the areas of feminist theory
women s studies aging studies bioethics and global studies should find
this volume of interest

〈ほんもの〉という倫理 2004-02
what is implied by ethics of history the authors of this volume
internationally renowned philosophers and intellectual historians address
this question in all its novelty and ambiguity and develop varied
perspectives on the place and nature of ethics in the philosophy
enterprise and practice of history is the whole historical process largely
consisting of the actions and sufferings of persons and groups subject to
ethical constraint and what of the ways in which historians present their
subject matter are these methods subject to moral scrutiny although
they approach these issues from different directions the contributors
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agree in their critique of the correspondence theory of history tin their
acceptance of an unbridgeable gap between the past and the historian s
present account and in their call for a revision of the popular appeal to
historical objectivity

The Ethics of the Environment 2017-05-15
reprint of the original first published in 1881

The Ethics of Husserl's Phenomenology
2011-10-20
surgical ethics is the application of ethics to issues specific to surgery this
volume provides a collection of clinical case studies representing a wide
range of the ethical issues surgeons confront today it is an excellent text
for teaching surgical ethics to surgical residents and medical students
and a fascinating read for practicing surgeons it is intended to engage
the reader into participating in evidence based ethical conflicts the
authors escort us through 71 brief realistic and ethically complex
problems offering a series of five possible resolutions to each and guiding
us through the relative benefits and weaknesses of the options until a
best ethical choice is defended the volume includes sections on consent
and disclosure self regulation research and innovation conflicts of
interest business dealings and end of life issues each with a brief
introduction by the authors

The Ethics of Need 2013-03-01
while the importance of consent has been discussed widely over the last
few decades interest in its study has received renewed attention in
recent years particularly regarding medical treatment clinical research
and sexual acts the routledge handbook of the ethics of consent is an
outstanding reference source to this exciting subject and the first
collection of its kind comprising over thirty chapters by a team of
international contributors the handbook is divided into five main parts
general questions normative ethics legal theory medical ethics political
philosophy within these sections central issues debates and problems are
examined including the nature and normative importance of consent
paternalism exploitation and coercion privacy sexual consent consent
and criminal law informed consent organ donation clinical research and
consent theory of political obligation and authority the routledge
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handbook of the ethics of consent is essential reading for students and
researchers in moral theory applied ethics medical ethics philosophy of
law and political philosophy this volume will also be very useful for those
in related fields such as political science law medicine and social science

The Ethics of History 2004-08-24
slote provides care ethics with its first full scale account of moral
education and shows that the often voiced suspicion that care ethics
supports the status quo and is counterproductive to feminist goals is
actually the very opposite of the truth

Kanthian Ethics and the Ethics of Evolution.
A Critical Study 2024-05-02
excerpt from the ethics of freedom the following from the pen of rev john
bur ton b a appeared in the scot in british north america editor w j rattray
b a 1882 george paxton young m a professor of logic metaphysics and
ethics in university college toronto was born at berwick on tweed on the
9 th of november 1818 after a preliminary training there he was sent to
the high school edinburgh and thence to the university mr young was
distinguished for his steady application especially to his favourite
subjects of mathematics and philosophy after taking his degree he was
for some time engaged as a teacher of mathematics at dollar academy
when the disruption took place mr young as might have been expected
from his liberal views espoused the cause of which the great dr chalmers
was the leading champion entering the free church theological hall where
he duly completed his course he was ordained and placed in charge of
the martyrs church paisley in the course of a few months however mr
young resolved to remove to canada he came hither in 1848 and at once
accepted a call from knox church hamilton ont about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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The Ethics of Richard Rorty 2022
the ethics of war is an indispensable collection of essays addressing
issues both timely and age old about the nature and ethics of war
features essays by great thinkers from ancient times through to the
present day among them plato augustine aquinas machiavelli grotius
kant russell and walzer examines timely questions such as when is
recourse to arms morally justifiable what moral constraints should apply
to military conduct how can a lasting peace be achieved will appeal to a
broad range of readers interested in morality and ethics in war time
includes informative introductions and helpful marginal notes by editors

The Ethics of Surgical Practice 2008-06-23
in the ethics of discernment patrick h byrne presents an approach to
ethics that builds upon the cognitional theory and the philosophical
method of self appropriation that bernard lonergan introduced in his book
insight as well as upon lonergan s later writing on ethics and values
extending lonergan s method into the realm of ethics byrne argues that
we can use self appropriation to come to objective judgements of value
the ethics of discernment is an introspective analysis of that process in
which sustained ethical inquiry and attentiveness to feelings as
intentions of value leads to a rich conception of the good written both for
those with an interest in lonergan s philosophy and for those interested in
theories of ethics who have only a limited knowledge of lonergan s work
byrne s book is the first detailed exposition of an ethical theory based on
lonergan s philosophical method

The Routledge Handbook of the Ethics of
Consent 2018-06-14
we humans can enhance some of our mental and physical abilities above
the normal upper limits for our species with the use of particular drug
therapies and medical procedures we will be able to enhance many more
of our abilities in more ways in the near future some commentators have
welcomed the prospect of wide use of human enhancement technologies
while others have viewed it with alarm and have made clear that they
find human enhancement morally objectionable the ethics of human
enhancement examines whether the reactions can be supported by
articulated philosophical reasoning or perhaps explained in terms of
psychological influences on moral reasoning an international team of
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ethicists refresh the debate with new ideas and arguments making
connections with scientific research and with related issues in moral
philosophy

The Ethics of Care and Empathy 2007-08-07
this book aims to contribute significantly to the understanding of issues
of value including the ultimate value of space related activities which
repeatedly emerge in interdisciplinary discussions on space and society
although a recurring feature of discussions about space in the humanities
the treatment of value questions has tended to be patchy of uneven
quality and even on occasion idiosyncratic rather than drawing upon a
close familiarity with state of the art ethical theory one of the volume s
aims is to promote a more robust and theoretically informed approach to
the ethical dimension of discussions on space and society while the
contributions are written in a manner which is accessible across
disciplines the book still withstands scrutiny by those whose work is
primarily on ethics at the same time it allows academics across a range
of disciplines an insight into current approaches toward how the work of
ethics gets done the issues of value raised could be used to inform
debates about regulation space law and protocols for microbial discovery
as well as longer range policy debates about funding

The Ethics of Freedom 2015-06-25
in aristotle and menander on the ethics of understanding valeria cinaglia
offers a parallel study of menander s new comedy and aristotle s
philosophy focusing on subjects ranging from epistemology and
psychology to ethics cinaglia does not aim to demonstrate the direct
philosophical influence of aristotle on menander but explores the
hypothesis that there are significant analogies between the two that
disclose a shared thought world cinaglia shows that aristotle and
menander offer analogous views of the way that perceptions and
emotional responses to situations are linked with the presence or
absence of ethical and cognitive understanding or the state of ethical
character development the study of these analogies contributes to a
deeper understanding of both frameworks involved

The Ethics of War 2006-07-05
war remains a grim fixture of the human landscape and because of its
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tremendous and ongoing impact on the lives of millions of people has
always attracted the attention of careful rigorous and empathetic moral
philosophers and while war is synonymous with death and ruin very few
people are willing to surrender to moral nihilism about war the view that
all really is fair at the center of debates about war remains the most
important question that faces us during battle whom are we allowed to
kill this volume collects in one place the most influential and
groundbreaking philosophical work being done on the question of killing
in war offering a who s who of contemporary scholars debating the
foundational ethical questions surrounding liability to harm in ten essays
it expands upon and provides new and updated analyses that have yet to
be captured in a single work essays explore questions such as are some
soldiers more deserving of death than others should states allow soldiers
to conscientiously object to opt out of war on a case by case basis can a
theory of rights best explain when it is permissible to kill in war when are
we allowed to violently resist oppression that is itself nonviolent is there
anything wrong with targeting people with autonomous weapons as a
convenient and authoritative collection of such discussions this volume is
uniquely suited for university level teaching and as a reference for
ethicists policymakers stakeholders and any student of the morality of
killing in war

The Ethics of Discernment 2016-01-01
the ethics of cultural appropriation undertakes a comprehensive and
systematic investigation of the moral and aesthetic questions that arise
from the practice of cultural appropriation explores cultural appropriation
in a wide variety of contexts among them the arts and archaeology
museums and religion questions whether cultural appropriation is always
morally objectionable includes research that is equally informed by
empirical knowledge and general normative theory provides a coherent
and authoritative perspective gained by the collaboration of philosophers
and specialists in the field who all participated in this unique research
project

The Ethics of Human Enhancement
2016-10-13
study of one of the key philosophers in the post heideggerian field and an
increasingly central presence in contemporary debates about identity
and responsibility
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The Ethics of Belief, and Other Essays 1947
excerpt from the ethics of the greek philosophers socrates plato and
aristotle a lecture given before the brooklyn ethical association season of
1896 1897 he present lecture on the ethics of the greek phi losophers is
one of a course on the evolution of ethics delivered before the brooklyn
ethical associa tion in the years 1896 and 1897 some of these lectures
were also given at the cambridge conferences at the studio house of mrs
ole bull in cambridge mass of which conferences the late dr lewis g janes
was then director having been previously president of the brooklyn
ethical association for several terms the full list of these lectures is as
follows about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

The Ethics of Space Exploration 2016-07-25
in this book cees j hamelink proposes an answer to how should
democratic societies organize cyberspace that puts human rights rather
than profit at the top of the agenda he argues that conventional ethical
approaches are all seriously flawed there is a growing volume of moral
rules netiquettes and codes of conduct but they are of little help in
solving the moral dilemmas raised by the new technologies in this book
the author analyzes the inadeqacies of current global governance policies
and structures that underpin them and argues for standards which put
justice human security and freedom first

Aristotle and Menander on the Ethics of
Understanding 2014-11-06
the ethics of climate change an introduction systematically and
comprehensively examines the ethical issues surrounding arguably the
greatest threat now facing humanity williston addresses important
questions such as has humanity entered the anthropocene is climate
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change primarily an ethical issue does climate change represent a moral
wrong what are the impacts of climate change what are the main causes
of political inaction what is the argument for climate change denial what
are intragenerational justice and intergenerational justice to what extent
is climate change an economic problem is geoengineering an ethically
appropriate response to climate change featuring case studies
throughout this textbook provides a philosophical introduction to an
immensely topical issue studied by students within the fields of applied
ethics global justice sustainability geography and politics

Who Should Die? 2017-10-25

The Ethics of the Dust 1878

The Ethics of Cultural Appropriation
2012-02-13

The Ethics of John Stuart Mill [from His
Ethical Writings] 1897

The Ethics of the Dust 2021-12-02

Facing the Other 1996

The Ethics of the Greek Philosophers,
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle 2016-09-30

The Ethics of Cyberspace 2000
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The Ethics of Climate Change 2018-06-28
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